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“St Mary’s Stadium is

the only football
stadium in the UK
to be accredited by
Venues of Excellence.

”
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THE OPENING PITCH

THE OPENING
PITCH
Welcome to Saints Events.
The events business of
Southampton Football Club.
As a Premier League football
stadium, we know a thing or two
about hospitality. On match days
we serve up to 32,000 passionate
Saints supporters, as well as the
squad and the executives.

Beyond the football, we offer a
unique environment to deliver
ambitious events with a personal
touch. From pitch walks to tailored
team talks, we’re a versatile venue
that offers more. In fact, we’re
the only stadium in the UK to be
accredited by Venues of Excellence.

deliver flair and flamboyance that
leaves a lasting impression. Plus our
food and drink is sourced sustainably
and – where possible – from local
producers in Hampshire, Dorset and
the New Forest. We’re proud to be
a community club, supporting local
businesses of all sizes.

Our team of expert planners help
create the atmosphere you want,
so your event makes a lasting
impression. And our experienced
team will support you at every
step, turning initial ideas into a
flawless event.

As events experts, we create all
kinds of unforgettable experiences,
from conferences to concerts,
trade shows to team-building days,
fundraisers to festive parties and
much more.

Your guests will be served by
attentive staff who have been
trained in-house to the highest
standards. Our chefs and sommeliers

So whatever event you’re planning,
let’s make it happen.
SAINTS EVENTS TEAM
southamptonfc.com/saints-events
info@saintsevents.co.uk
023 8072 7776

“beyond the football,
we offer a unique
environment to
deliver ambitious
events with a
personal touch.

”
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THE OPENING PITCH

Stadium and
Southampton
A versatile space.
A vibrant city.
A venue for success.
St Mary’s Stadium is home to
Southampton FC — The Saints.
As the largest football stadium
in South-East England, it’s a
local landmark that proudly
overlooks the River Itchen.

Our on-pitch events bring the
energy and electricity of the
stadium to your team. We offer
pitch-side refreshments, giant
scoreboard messaging, mindfulness
sessions and even cookery classes
run by our talented chefs.
The variety and versatility of the
suites and executive meeting
rooms at St Mary’s Stadium make
it the smart choice for all kinds of
events. Whether you’re hosting an
intimate get-together or a gala for
hundreds, we have somewhere to
suit you. Choose from a range of
spaces, each with their own story
and specifications, and all carefully
designed to keep you closer to
the action.

St Mary’s Stadium is easily
accessible, with complimentary
parking for cars and coaches.
The train station is a short walk
and Southampton Airport is just
a 10-minute drive.
So whether it’s a local or global
event, St Mary’s Stadium makes
it memorable.

“The variety and

versatility of the
suites and executive
meeting rooms at
St Mary’s Stadium
make it the smart
choice for all
kinds of events.

”
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THE OPENING PITCH

Why Saints
Events Stand
Proud
Successful events, just like
successful football clubs, are
built on being ready for the
big occasion.

That’s why our expert event
planners work with you at every
step. Their inspirational ideas and
creative direction help turn your
first ideas into a flawless event.
They’ll help you decide on the most
suitable space, as well as input into
the design and decoration. From
picking the best package to building
a bespoke experience, you’ll get all
the help and support you want.
As your event gets closer, we’ll liaise
with you about the preparations.
This clear communication keeps
everyone on the same page and
ensures your event goes brilliantly.
We can help with logistics,
equipment and catering, as well

“From picking the best

package to building
a bespoke experience,
you’ll get all the help
and support you want.

”

as advising around staging, staffing
and security. Our Events team are
trained to the highest standards,
from senior managers to serving
staff. And during your event you’ll
have your event planner to talk to.
As events experts, we plan and
deliver memorable experiences
that bring people closer. We cater
for all sizes and styles and our
professional, personal touch ensures
every event runs seamlessly.
For packages, see the back pages.
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passion
on a plate
Delicious.
Nutritious.
Ambitious.
A recipe for success.
At Saints Events we know great
food is fundamental for a great
occasion. That’s why we have a
team of gastronomic talent, led by
Angus Dunlop. We chatted to the
Southampton FC Head Chef about
his food ideas and inspirations.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT
YOUR JOB?
I love cooking and being creative
in the kitchen. It’s my second home
and the team is like family. Sure,
you get great days and tough days,
but we do it as a team and there’s
never an issue that a beer can’t
sort out.
Being surrounded by great chefs
with a passion for food makes the
long days worthwhile. Every day’s
a school day in the kitchen, new
techniques, new foods and new
challenges. That’s what makes
the job exciting, it keeps you on
your toes.
I love being able to create fine
dining dishes for large numbers. It’s
a huge challenge that takes a lot of
skill, as well as a strong brigade of
chefs working together.

PASSION ON A PLATE

“I love being able

to create fine
dining dishes for
large numbers. It’s
a huge challenge
that takes a lot
of skill.

”
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HOW DID YOU GET INTO
FOOD PREPARATION FOR
LARGE EVENTS?
When I was 16, I started working
for Goodwood Hotel. This gave me
a great grounding in event catering,
as well as restaurant service.
After working around Hampshire
and nearby, I decided to return to
restaurants – which is when I
joined Rick Stein to improve my
fish cookery.
That was the last restaurant I
worked at before joining the club.
Every day we try to be inventive, to
change the perception of catering
at football stadiums. And we’ll keep
pushing until we’re recognised for
being the best stadium in the UK
for food.
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“Hampshire has

WHY DO YOU LIKE WORKING
WITH LOCAL SUPPLIERS?

so much to offer.
We’re lucky to
have such a
variety of
delicious and
sustainable
produce nearby.

Hampshire has so much to offer.
We’re lucky to have such a variety
of delicious and sustainable
produce nearby. You can get wild
mushrooms, watercress, cheese and
cured meats, to name just a few.
Here at the club, we’re incredibly
proud of our suppliers and it’s
great for customers to see that
it’s locally sourced. The quality
of the produce speaks for itself.
And when you get hold of this kind
of quality produce, you can create
some stunning dishes.

”

WHAT DREW YOU TO WORKING
AT SOUTHAMPTON FC?
I’m a big fan of the club and I
love the attention to detail the
whole Saints Events team have.
It’s a place that takes real pride
in delivering top quality, whether
that’s on the pitch or on a plate.
I get the chance to cook for all kinds
of occasions, from fine dining for a
few people all the way to Christmas,
weddings and gala dinners. The club
has a focus on quality ingredients
and excellent service, and that’s
what you look for as a chef. I get a
lot of support to be creative and the
whole team are always pushing the
level of food forward.

WHAT PRINCIPLES DO YOU USE
TO CREATE UNIQUE, DELICIOUS
DISHES?
Research. I’m constantly keeping
an eye on new trends, concepts
and processes. Right now I’m into
the idea of making great dishes
from less popular cuts of meat.
I want to expand our options by
creating modern twists on classic
British dishes.
For me, a dish needs to be exciting,
nostalgic, pretty and above
all – tasty. It has to be perfectly
balanced in flavour and texture.
And using quality ingredients is
pivotal to achieving this.
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thinking
outside
the box
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PASSION ON A PLATE

There are times when
you need an event that’s
tailored to you, and that
works for the size and
style of your team.
Here at Saints Events we often
partner with We Are Resource, who
are event production specialists.
Together we create unique and
unforgettable experiences for
teams of all sizes.
Just like the fun, football-themed
event we created for the fantastic
Aster Group. We chatted to James
Hamer at We Are Resource to
get his take on what makes our
partnership so effective.

‘This Is Aster’ was an event like
no other.
Held across 5 days and welcoming
1,200 Aster Group colleagues, the
event was held to introduce their
new corporate strategy.
Using each of the main room
facilities at Southampton FC, Aster
held six interactive and engaging
workshop sessions.
These were designed to educate and
inform employees around what each
part of the business aims to deliver.
The focus was to ensure that
everyone felt part of ‘One Aster’
and that they were working towards
the overall vision of ‘everyone has
a home’.

“As a venue provider,

the service provided
by all staff during
the two-day build
and five days of live
event was fantastic
and they were a great
partner to work with.

”

Each room was transformed around
a football theme, from fully astroturfed flooring to life-size penalty
shoot-out goals.
As the events agency, we fully
project managed the production
and delivery of all the content,
venue graphics, staging and
finishing details.

We also handled the on-site event
management to ensure the theme
was consistent throughout and the
event ran smoothly.
This was the catalyst to
transforming suites into a fully
immersive event throughout.
Southampton Football Club was
chosen because of its central
location for Aster Group and its
many employees, as well as the
variety of spaces on offer to host
a large volume of delegates.
“As a venue provider, the service
provided by all staff during the
two-day build and five days of
live event was fantastic and they
were a great partner to work with.
The SFC team were hospitable and
accommodating to every request
made at any stage of the day.”
Want to host a similar event?
Chat to our Saints Events team
today: info@saintsevents.co.uk
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CELEBRATE
THE SOUTH
Sea.
Soil.
Sunshine.
We’re proud of where we
come from. So you’ll find us
using local ingredients and
local suppliers wherever
we can.
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INTERVIEW
WITH Beau
Farms
Hampshire is a hotbed for
top-quality produce, and
here at Saints Events we
strive to use local suppliers
where possible.

TALK US THROUGH YOUR
TOP CHEESES

Well, years ago, goat’s cheese had
a stigma of tasting really ‘goaty’,
whereas nowadays it’s a lot more
refined, zesty and fresh. When
people try it they’re gobsmacked
that it’s actually goat’s cheese. I
think it’s because our 200 goats are
free to roam and forage in the fields.

We make a stunning Gouda (‘howdah’, not ‘goo-dah’) using a recipe
that comes from Margaretha’s
Dutch grandmother. The mature
Gouda is aged up to 12 months to
give it a richer flavour and unique
texture. Our younger Gouda has a
mild, smooth flavour with more of
a caramel, toffee-like taste. Last
year we won a Silver for our Gouda
at the British Cheese Awards and
our creamy, delicate Brie picked
up a Bronze award too.

WHAT’S THE HAMPSHIRE FOOD
SCENE LIKE?

The brilliant Beau Farm is part of
our current crop of high-quality local
artisan makers. The award-winning
family farm creates some of the
best goat’s cheese around, and
these frequently grace the plates of
guests dining at St Mary’s Stadium.

The local food scene is really vibrant
at the moment. People are looking
for great-quality artisan produce
that’s made with a lot of love and
attention to flavour. In Hampshire,
there are food festivals and fairs full
of new producers, making everything
from gins to charcuterie, and cheeses
of course.

We met with Darren Rushmere, sales
manager, to find out what makes
Beau Farm the best in their field.

HOW DID YOU MEET
SOUTHAMPTON FC?
We were invited to a local artisan
producers trade day at St Mary’s
Stadium, organised by Business
South. We got a chance to chat to
Angus Dunlop, the head chef, who
loved our cheese. They now use our
artisan Feta, made in the proper
Greek style, and our Brie for their
cheese boards.

Like Sunbeam Watercress, just 20
minutes from St Mary’s Stadium.
This family-run business has been
growing watercress the traditional
way since 1934. The flavours come
from the natural chalk spring water
it’s grown in. Its peppery taste and
superfood properties make Sunbeam
Watercress the best in their field.
If you’re a cheese connoisseur, you’ll
love Beau Farm. Their free-roaming
goats and lush green fields help
give the milk its heavenly taste.
This is then turned into a variety of
gorgeous goat’s cheeses, including
Brie, Soft Cheese and their awardwinning Gouda. Their artisan
produce and affection for their
animals are just two of the reasons
we’re proud to partner with this
fantastic family farm.

WHAT MAKES YOUR GOAT’S
CHEESE DIFFERENT?

“People are

looking for greatquality artisan
produce that’s
made with a lot of
love and attention
to flavour.

”

WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE RECIPE
FOR BEAU FARM’S CHEESE?
We have a soft goat’s cheese
with a coating of Ash that’s perfect
on crusty bread. Add some peppery
rocket, balsamic dressing and
a drizzle of local artisan honey –
perfection on a plate.
Feeling peckish? Head to
www.beaufarm.co.uk to order
their gorgeous goat’s cheeses
and to find out more about this
fantastic family farm.
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Raising
the Bar

“With our own bar,

dancefloors and
DJs on request,
your party can
socialise in style.

”
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RAISING THE BAR

St Mary’s Stadium makes
the perfect venue for
weddings, parties and
proms. From intimate
ceremonies to lavish
celebrations, we make
your big day breathtaking.
With our own bars, dancefloors
and DJs on request, your party can
socialise in style. So why not roll
out the red carpet and impress
guests from the first arrival to
the last dance?
See our Celebration Packages on
the back pages for details.
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winding
down
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RAISING THE BAR

There are times when we deserve
to celebrate. Whether it’s the end
of a performance-packed day or
a life-changing event. So as day
turns into night, relax and reward
your hard work. And we’ll give you
everything you need to get your
party underway. But all things in
moderation, right?

HATTINGLEY VALLEY
Why not celebrate with some bubbles
from Hattingley Valley sparkling wines?
With grapes grown, handpicked and
fermented in their Hampshire vineyard, their
sophisticated fizz features the subtle use
of oak barrels. It’s a strikingly satisfying sip
that won the ‘World Champion’ trophy for its
2011 Blanc de Blancs in the Champagne and
Sparkling Wine World Championships 2017.
SOFT DRINKS
We offer a range of hydrating juices and
healthy smoothies. Choose from Belvoir
Fruit or Bottlegreen Elderflower cordial by
the bottle, or from a selection of delicious
fruit juices.

“we’ll give you

everything you
need to get your
party underway.

”

Our smoothies are freshly blended on-site,
so enjoy superfood mixes such as Spinach,
Kale and Avocado or Banana, Ginger and
Honey. And if you’re feeling a bit more
luxurious, get naughty with a Dirty New
Yorker, made from a mix of chocolate and
peanut butter, or our sweet and silky Salted
Caramel and Coffee Mocha smoothie.

22
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RAISING THE BAR

the team
talk
Potential into excellence.
Individuals into teams.
Practice into performance.
Just like football clubs, businesses
are built on the strength of their
squad. When people work together,
they win together. We offer a range
of events and activities designed
to inspire unity and empower
great performance.

PLAY ON A PREMIER LEAGUE
FOOTBALL PITCH
Get your staff on-side and working
for the team. Play on our European
standard pitch, ideal for corporate
days out, team building and
fundraising events.
– I nspire your side with a pre match
team talk in our changing rooms
– E
 nsure fair play with FA-qualified
match officials
– H
 ighlight the action with our
commentator’s PA system
– E
 njoy a full 90 minutes of on-pitch
play, plus a signed SFC shirt for the
winning team or best player
SAINTS LEARNING – TRAINING
COURSES AND MASTERCLASSES

“We host a huge

number of special
events; from team
building to stadium
tours, conferences
to concerts and
much more.

”

Saints Learning is Southampton
Football Club’s learning &
development business. We help
organisations turn their potential
into excellence by applying elite
athlete development principles
to help assess, inspire and
develop people. We use tried and
tested methodologies to assess
performance of both individuals and
teams. We then create inspirational
programmes tailored to your
needs that will help you raise your
performance and achieve your goals.

A tactical, practical and valuable
way to empower performance.
Search Saints Learning for
more information.
MATCH DAY HOSPITALITY
Come see the Saints on match day
at St Mary’s Stadium. Bring your
team to see our team in action.
– E
 njoy live on-pitch play from
the stands or an executive
meeting room
– E
 xpect exceptional hospitality,
win, lose or draw
– B
 ring people together for the
action and the atmosphere
– C
 hoose from our premium
Matchday Hospitality packages
Available on a seasonal or match-bymatch basis for all home games.
TEAM EVENTS
We host a huge number of special
events; from team building to
stadium tours, conferences to
concerts and much more.
– E
 xperience a seamless event with
support from our expert teams
– D
 iscover different-sized spaces
that can be themed and dressed
for any occasion

– G
 et performance training in
professional development, using
our experience in excellence

– T
 ailor each space to your taste,
whether you’re a football fan
or not

– S
 trengthen your skills with
Management masterclasses and
accredited qualifications

– C
 hoose from standard or bespoke
packages, with guidance from
your event planner

– L earn online in your own time, a
flexible way to upskill your staff

24
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GOTO
Events
Great teams are built on
working together. That’s
why we partner with the
excellent GOTO Events
to deliver top-quality
team-building events.
We chatted to them to
find out what it’s like to
work with Saints Events.
Here at GOTO Events, we provide
some of the best events in the UK.
From indoor to outdoor, we
offer something that’s different
and unique.
Team building is vital to all
businesses. We supported over
700 events last year for different
companies, from blue-chips to small
family businesses. And they all want
the same outcome – to have an
amazing day, make some memories
and bring the team together.
We love working with Saints Events.
The venue is amazing and you get
well looked after. The space lends
itself perfectly to team building,
from small groups to huge numbers.
We’ve run some of our most popular
activities there, from Crystal Maze
to Crime Scene Experiences to Task
Master and even Escape Rooms!
You won’t be disappointed and you’ll
have a great time, from first point
of contact to the day of the event.

“From indoor

to outdoor, we
offer something
that’s different
and unique.

”

We don’t compromise on quality
because we care about the events.
Rather than churning out the same
old team-building events, we make
sure our activities are current and
relevant. And alongside this, our
kit is totally unique and most of
all, top quality.
All our events are designed to be
about fun, interactive experiences.
With so many different types of
events on offer, there really is
something for every kind of group.
That might be something purely
fun, creative, adrenalin-fuelled or
even bespoke to match the client’s
values and ethics.
If you’re looking to create a unique
experience that brings your team
closer, get in touch with Saints
Events today:
info@saintsevents.co.uk

RAISING THE BAR
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A stadium.
An arena.
An experience.
St Mary’s Stadium
amplifies emotions with
its electric atmosphere.
As a music venue, it plays host
to household names such as The
Rolling Stones, Elton John and Take
That. This is a sensational space
that comes alive with the energy
of thousands of voices singing
along to every word. The largest
concert venue on the South Coast,
the stadium is versatile, modern
and well-equipped. It holds up to
32,000 people and is available on a
dry hire basis for concerts, festivals,
shows and performances.

27

the arena experience

The Arena
Experience

Our expert Events team cater for
thousands of hospitality guests,
plus we offer in-house solutions for
ticketing, logistics and on-the-day
operations. We host all kinds of
exciting events throughout the
year, including the Ultimate Strong
Man competition, beer festivals
and play on the pitch events.
You can find our latest event
listings on our website. To see our
special event packages, head to
the back pages.

“Our expert events

team cater for
thousands of
hospitality guests,
plus we offer
in-house solutions
for ticketing,
logistics and onthe-day operations.

”

inspire

We have the perfect space for
every size and style of event.
Whether you’re hosting a handful
of people or throwing a huge
party, our expert Saints Events
team make it special.
St Mary’s Stadium is a versatile
venue that makes any occasion
more memorable. Explore our
spaces and packages to see what
you could create.
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event
packages
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conferences
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Choose from 11 suites and 42
executive meeting rooms, holding
between 10 and 480 delegates.
Use the state-of-the-art AV
equipment to share ideas and
information, with free Wi-Fi
throughout the stadium. There’s
complimentary car parking, making
it easier to get your team together.
These spaces work perfectly
for large company conferences,
match day meetings and
stadium experiences.
We offer a range of packages for all kinds of
conferences and meetings. Kickstart your day
with our breakfast meeting package, enjoy a
productive working lunch with our Meeting
Delegate package or get your team together for
a Match Day Delegate package. Impress guests
with Pitch-Side Enhancements like behind-thescenes stadium experiences, ex-Saints guest
speakers and performance chef cookery lessons.
Explore our packages at:
southamptonfc.com/saints-events

event PACKAGES

SAMPLE MENU
Working Lunch
Feast on a focaccia brimming
with tender grilled chicken,
molten mozzarella, herb
pesto and a mix of delicious
Mediterranean grilled vegetables.
Savour the crunch of arancini,
Italian deep-fried rice balls,
bursting with sweet roasted
beetroot and goat’s cheese.
And all offset with a gremolata
emulsion of zesty herbs.
Go way beyond your standard
snacks, and enjoy a selection
of root vegetable crisps;
healthier, tastier.

Corporate and
Charity Dinners
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Whether it’s celebrating success or
supporting a great cause, we provide
banqueting and bespoke catering to
make your meal memorable. Choose
from private dining suites that hold
between 40 and 480 guests. Enjoy
award-winning food from Head Chef,
Angus Dunlop, using local Hampshire
produce. These are just a few of the
reasons why St Mary’s Stadium is the
only football stadium in the UK to be
accredited by Venues of Excellence.
All our Banqueting Packages offer guests a drink
on arrival, as well as a professionally prepared
three-course meal. Choose from a variety of
packages to suit any occasion, or we can work
with you to create a bespoke menu. Every guest
can enjoy tea, coffee and a half bottle of wine
included with their meal.
Explore our packages at:
southamptonfc.com/saints-events

event PACKAGES

SAMPLE MENU
Starter
Start your meal in style with
roasted fresh asparagus spears
and creamy burrata cheese,
finished with a vivid pea and wild
garlic ketchup, with pink garlic
flowers and pea pastizzi.
Main
Enjoy tender lamb rump paired
perfectly with rosemary roasted
hasselback potatoes, all brought
together with a rich red wine and
shallot purée, sorrel leaves and a
punchy pale ale jus.
Dessert
Round off your meal with a
mouth-watering chocolate
blondie, paired with pistachio,
berries, strawberry gel, crunchy
honeycomb and a sweet and
sharp raspberry sorbet.

Shows and Exhibitions
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For trade shows, exhibitions and
public fairs, we offer vast, versatile
spaces. With their own ticket
entrances, guests can even pay on
the door. There’s ample accessibility
for heavy goods vehicles, as well as
three-phase power, 24-hour access
and on-site security.
As blank canvases, these spaces
are ideal for adding your show’s or
exhibition’s brand identity. And with
their own cafe and bar facilities,
guests can stay refreshed and ready
to enjoy the show.
The South East has one of the fastest growing
economies outside of London. It has the second
highest proportion of businesses to adults in
the UK. The Finance and Professional services
sector alone turns over £68bn annually. And
alongside this, Southampton is one of the UK
cities forecasted for continued growth. It has
a thriving, diverse population with +25% of
employment in the Health and Education sectors,
with over 40,000 students living here. With
its booming cruise and port industries as well,
Southampton is the ideal location to attract
visitors locally and globally.
Explore our packages at:
southamptonfc.com/saints-events

event PACKAGES

“Thank you for

hosting our Show
today. The event
was a great success
and we were
delighted with
the attendance.
We fully
appreciate the
support you have
given us and the
service received
at Southampton
Football Club, and
we look forward
to working with
you again in the
near future.

”

The Local Produce Show

Special Events
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From gigs to one-off dinners, pitch
hire to comedy nights, St Mary’s
Stadium buzzes with energy and
excitement. Experience the sound of
up to 32,000 concert-goers singing in
unison. Hire the iconic pitch for five-aside tournaments in the off-season.
Or get together for team-building
activities, outdoor cinemas and food
and drink festivals.
Our experienced event planners
are on-hand to help make your
event special.
Our expert Events team is always ready to pitch
in. We offer build and break security, medical
cover and concert signage. We have a premises
licence for our 32,000 capacity and can provide
concert day stewarding and internal staffing.
Explore our packages at:
southamptonfc.com/saints-events

event PACKAGES

“We just wanted

to say a quick
thank you for all
your hard work on
Robbie Williams.
You and your teams
were fantastic
yesterday.

”

Live Nation

Celebrations
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Whether it’s a wedding, a dinner,
a party or a prom, our experienced
event planners make every
celebration special. Choose from
catering options including buffets,
banquets and street food concepts.
Make the most of our Celebration
Packages that include red carpet,
staging and dancefloor, and even
match the stadium lighting to
your colour scheme. Whatever
you’re celebrating, St Mary’s
Stadium is an incredible canvas
for an unforgettable occasion.
All our celebration packages include an arrival
drink and two courses from our range of finger,
fork or bowl menus. Alternatively, we’re happy
to work with you to create a bespoke menu, so
you can give your guests a meal that’s perfectly
designed for their tastes.
Explore our packages at:
southamptonfc.com/saints-events

event PACKAGES

SAMPLE MENU
Finger Buffet Menu
Offer your guests a great
selection of sandwiches, classic
pork and apple sausage rolls,
as well as heavenly arancini
stuffed with roasted beetroot
and goat’s cheese.
Fork Buffet Menu
Savour a spiced Moroccan beef
tagine alongside gorgeous garlic
and rosemary flatbreads, all
served with a pomegranate and
aubergine salad with the fire
of harissa and the sweetness
of honey.
Bowl Menu
Impress guests with a rare
roasted skirt of beef and
indulgent duck fat roasted
potatoes, all served with our
signature mojo sauce and
peppery watercress.
Enjoy a twist on a classic with
a luxurious crab scotch egg
with Indian-inspired curried
sauce, all with the aniseed tang
of pickled fennel and flavourpacked curry oil.
And for a superior taste of the
sea, enjoy a roasted cod loin
alongside deep-fried panko
cod cheek, served with a
wondrous wild garlic miso and
garlic flowers, as well as smoky
barbecue asparagus and tangy
sorrel leaves.

christmas parties
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Add some festive flamboyance
to your Christmas party this year.
Hold your own private party for
40 to 480 guests throughout
November, December and January.
Enjoy a themed, shared party,
available throughout December,
with the Toy Factory Nightclub
available as part of our packages.
At Saints Events, we have everything
to create a mind-blowing, spinetingling, awe-inspiring Christmas
like no other. So watch as St Mary’s
Stadium transforms into the perfect
festive stadium for the party season.
All packages offer guests a sparkling wine
reception. Choose from a shared party, a private
package or a premium experience. Enjoy a half
bottle of wine per guest, with options for a cash
or open bar. Select the menu options that suit
your needs, and add the music you want, from a
band, to DJ, to a Motown show. Impress guests
with exceptional festive food and optional
novelties too.
Explore our packages at:
southamptonfc.com/saints-events

event PACKAGES

“Our party was a

great success
and everyone has
stated what a great
night they had.
We had specific
compliments
regards to the
food this year –
simply brilliant!

”

One Insurance Solutions
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ROOM SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE MEETING ROOM
Bring people closer for clearer communication.
Perfect for private meetings, presentations or
sales pitches. Situated on our third floor, every
space is easily accessible. Seating up to 10
people, each room features pitch views and
natural daylight.

SUPERBOX
An impressive space for important events.
Enjoy panoramic pitch views for board and
business meetings with style. A room that’s
alive with expertise, insight and excitement.
Purpose-built for Sky Sports and BT pundits,
our SuperBox offers a generous balcony.
See your world with a fresh perspective.
Seats 20 guests in a boardroom layout or dinner.

meeting rooms

room
summary

With so many suites and executive
meeting rooms available, there’s
a space at St Mary’s Stadium for
every event. From an informal
get-together at The Gasworks, to
a three-course meal in the Markus
Liebherr Suite – the stadium is
the perfect venue to impress your
guests. If you’d like to see our spaces
or ask us a question, contact our
Saints Events team today.
We’re here to make it happen.
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MATTHEW LE TISSIER
SUITE

MARKUS LIEBHERR
SUITE

A forward-thinking space that’s in prime
position, just like the Saints and England player
himself. Seats 22 as a boardroom, 90 for a
dinner and up to 90 in a theatre layout. Contains
a dedicated bar and kitchen for entertaining and
impressing guests.

Bright. Modern. Welcoming.
With its own bar and dancefloor, this is a flexible,
functional space with river views. Seats 22 as a
spacious boardroom, 160 for dinner or up to 200
with a theatre layout. Inspired by businessman
Markus Liebherr who bought our club in 2009.

THE PRESIDENT’S
SUITE
A charismatic space that leads by
example, like all good presidents.
Floor-to-ceiling windows overlook
the River Itchen, adding a sense of
occasion. A dancefloor and private
bar create a versatile space for
fun or functionality. Seats 22 as a
boardroom, 190 for a dinner and
up to 200 for a conference.

ROOM SUMMARY

THE BOARDROOM
The place where million-pound transfers and
monumental decisions are made. An exclusive
area for meetings, match days and more. Team
up with the Matthew Le Tissier Suite next door
to expand the experience. Seats 20 as a business
boardroom and up to 60 for dinner. Don’t just
watch the action. Create it.

TERRY PAINE
SUITE
Named after the Saints legend
with a record-breaking 713
performances. A multi-functional
space with a range of facilities, it’s
ideal for events of all kinds. Seats
22 as a boardroom, all the way up
to 120 for a dinner. A space that’s
as consistently brilliant as the
man himself.

Syndicate Rooms
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ROOM SUMMARY

Named after the legendary Saints
striker, this suite consistently hits
the mark. Whether you’re dancing
or debating, this adaptable space
can be set up for any occasion.
It features panoramic windows,
air-conditioning, a dancefloor,
projector, PA and AV. Seating up to
480 guests, it’s a stunning space
for conferences, parties, awards and
dinners. Impressing audiences and
inspiring cheers – just like Channon.

CITY CRUISE SUITE

ITCHEN SUITE

A big space for big numbers. Located near the
stadium in the port known as ‘the Gateway to
the World’. Newly developed, the suite sits in a
prime position within the City Cruise Terminal.
A blank canvas that can be adapted for
exhibitions, conferences and large meetings.
The space gives up to 800 guests a front row
seat to the beauty of the River Test.

A striking, stylish suite with space to make
your mark.
When first impressions count, you can count
on the Itchen Suite. Ideal for galas, awards,
ceremonies and sit-down meals. Explore
infinite possibilities with our all-inclusive
party packages or bespoke designs. The high
ceilings and expansive floor space comfortably
accommodate over 300 guests.

THE GASWORKS BAR
AND KITCHEN
The Gasworks is a casual gastro-style restaurant
and bar with its own private entrance. It has a
sports bar feel that’s perfect for birthday parties
and celebration events, holding up to 200 guests.
Choose from finger, fork or street food
packages, with local beers and drinks at the
bar. There’s also an outdoor area to enjoy the
company and the sunshine.
Named after the former gasworks site that
St Mary’s Stadium was built on, it’s the perfect
place to eat, meet and unwind after a long day.

conference rooms

MIKE CHANNON
SUITE
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Royal South Hants Hospital
THE POLYGON

NORTHAM

Southampton Central Station
St Mary’s Stadium
The Saints Store
CHAPEL

Woolston Station
OCEAN VILLAGE

Southampton Port

Here at Saints Events we’re
driven by one goal; to make your
event truly exceptional. And St
Mary’s Stadium is the perfect
venue to make it spectacular.
So speak to our friendly Saints
Events team today – and let’s
make it happen.

southamptonfc.com/saints-events
info@saintsevents.co.uk
023 8072 7776

WOOLSTON

southamptonfc.com/saints-events
info@saintsevents.co.uk
023 8072 7776
Southampton Football Club
St Mary’s Stadium
Britannia Road
Southampton, SO14 5FP

